I read Dr Draper’s letter1 in the January 2008 issue of the Journal with great interest. May I suggest that another factor may be the increased intensity of counselling these days? This is of course necessary as patients have a right to information and documented counselling is our only defence if complications occur. Nevertheless we need to acknowledge that it increases anxiety for both patient and clinician and this in itself may make fitting harder. It is matter of national concern that in some areas access to intruterine device fitting is limited, and we need to encourage the acquisition of a skill that can give a great deal of satisfaction and pride in a service that means a great deal to many of our patients. It would be a shame if medico-legal anxieties took the joy out of performing this and other practical procedures.

Lesley Bacon, FFSRH, MBCGP
Consultant in Sexual and Reproductive Health, Lewisham Primary Care Trust, London, UK.
E-mail: leasley.bacon@lewishampct.nhs.uk
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Reply
I’m sure Dr Bacon in her letter1 describes a problem that intrudes into all spheres of clinical practice, not just intrauterine device (IUD) fitting – namely the subtle effects that defence concerns have on the doctor-patient interaction, frequently with results that are not in the patient’s interests. I would agree this is another important factor explaining the phenomenon I described in my original letter2 to the Journal, being only too aware of how this has slowly worsened during my 25 or so years of family planning practice.

Considering that a number of experienced practitioners obviously share my concerns about increasingly difficult IUD fitting, would there be any mileage in the Faculty of Sexual and Reproductive Healthcare setting up an advanced IUD certificate that would cover cervical dilatation, local anaesthesia, and so on? The need appears to be out there (we’re not all ex-MRCOG!) and experienced doctors are obviously working out the solutions but how easy is it for the more recently qualified to benefit from the results? More formal organisation of this aspect of training appears appropriate.

Isabel B Draper, MBCGP, FFSRH
General Practitioner, Whitehall Medical Practice, Rugby, UK.
E-mail: IBDr@doctors.org.uk
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